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Abstract 

This essay pertains to the relatively new study of the video games medium. Due to their 

ubiquity in popular culture video games adaptations of almost anything exist. This essay 

explores the genre of video games based on religious texts. The commentary provided in 

three chapters is most relevant to three specific games that are outlined in the introduction, 

but I believe can be applied to a number of video games. There are reasonably few games 

based directly on written texts, even fewer based on religious text. The games chosen are 

popular releases for modern consoles, based loosely on themes derived from religious texts. 

In the introduction significant terms are defined and a small amount of background is 

provided concerning video games.  

There are three chapters that are united by the adaptation process from religious text to video 

game. The first chapter analyses why it is difficult to make the transition into video game 

format and why video games are structured the way they are. A number of video games fail 

to adapt their material in a way that is new or effective, few games adapt their material in a 

way that engages the potential of the new medium. The second chapter examines the violence 

in video games, specifically the violence in games based on religious texts. This chapter 

analyses the reasons for this violence and draws conclusions based on video game 

conventions and adaptation principles. The third chapter revolves around the principle of 

immersion. Immersion is the involvement of a player in a game, this portion of the essay 

examines how immersion conveys some of the original text. Although a new medium video 

games are at the forefront of the entertainment market as well making new and bold 

conventions in adaptation. 
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“Playing a game is the voluntary attempt to overcome unnecessary obstacles” 

-Bernard Suits, 2005 
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Introduction 

 

Famous war inventor Alan Turing could be credited with the invention of the first video 

game, in 1948 he wrote a chess simulation however it was so complex that machines of the 

time could not run it1. In 1950 Dr Josef Kates built a machine called ‘Bertie the Brain’ that, 

using an electronic display, could play tic-tac-toe (noughts and crosses)2. Despite its apparent 

significance and popularity the enormous machine was not preserved. Physicist Willy 

Higinbotham has a claim to the first video game created for entertainment purposes, with 

Tennis for Two played using handheld comptrollers on an oscilloscope (1958)3.  Two decades 

later Atari release what is considered to be the first major commercial success in video 

games, Pong.4 The monochrome, two-dimensional, table tennis simulation took the world by 

storm.  

 

Since the dawn of the industry, computer games have been the subject of contention and 

derision. Despite crashing almost entirely in North America in 19835 the industry now 

outsells books and films6. Despite this Linda Hutcheon notices that there is ‘some imagined 

hierarchy of medium or genre’7 where the written word takes superiority over film or play 

adaptations of the same work. She mentions Robert Stam’s observations of ‘iconophobia’ and 

‘logophilia’ the suspicion of the visual and the love of the word, respectively.8 Video games 

                                                           
1 Tristan Donovan, Replay: The History of Video Games (Hove: Yellow Ant, 2010) pp. 1-9. 
2 Donovan, pp. 1-9 
3 Donovan, pp. 1-9. 
4 Steven L. Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games (New York: Three Rivers Press, 2001) pp. 38-39 
5 Rusel DeMaria and Johnny L. Wilson, High Score!: The Illustrated History of Electronic Games (New York: McGraw-
Hill/Osborne, 2003) p. 11. 
6 Harry Wallop, ‘Video games bigger than film’, The Telegraph, 26 December 2009, 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/video-games/6852383/Video-games-bigger-than-film.html, (accessed 03 April 
2016).  
7 Linda Hutcheon and Siobhan O’Flynn, A Theory of Adaptation (Abingdon: Routledge, 2013) p. 3. 
8 Robert Stam, ‘The dialogics of adaptation’ in Film Adaptation, ed. by James Naremore (New Brunswick: Rutgers University 
Press, 2000). 
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rely heavily on the visual. From the Latin ‘videre’ (to see), video is usually defined in terms 

of electrical signal carrying digital display, but has only been in common usage as a word 

since the mid-1930s9. The words more powerful connotative definition is of the VHS tapes of 

the 1980s and now the world’s highest grossing medium, video games. 

 

I talk about video games and not computer games deliberately. David Buckingham makes a 

distinction between computer games and video games.10 He claims that ‘Computer games’ is 

a more inclusive term and includes games played on a personal computer (PC11) and on a 

dedicated console such as an Xbox, PlayStation or Wii. Whereas video games are almost 

exclusively played on a console and are based on immersion, action, interaction and reaction. 

An example of a computer game is Tetris (1984)12 it is based on logic and lacks narrative and 

creative expression. Whereas an archetype of video games is Mario of the Super Mario Bros. 

(1985)13. Players are encouraged to take on the identity of the 8-bit sprite as they take on 

world after world in a, albeit basic, story-driven narrative.  

 

The difference between computer and video games is small but important. The harder term to 

define is ‘game’. Chris Crawford attempts to define ‘game’ in his book Chris Crawford on 

Game Design noticing that standard dictionary definitions of the verb to game are ‘blandly 

over-generalised’14. Crawford, begins with any ‘creative expression’ and subjects it to four 

tests to establish whether or not it is a game.  

                                                           
9 ‘video’, Oxford English Dictionry, Oxford University Press, 
http://www.oed.com/search?searchType=dictionary&q=video&_searchBtn=Search (accessed 1 May 2016). 
10 David Buckingham, ‘Studying Computer Games’, in Computer Games, ed. by Diane Carr, David Buckingham, Andrew Burn 
and Gareth Schott, (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2006) p. 4. 
11 The term PC includes all desktop computers and operating systems such as Macintosh machines and Linux. 
12 Tetris, Alexey Pajitnov, Vladimir Pokhilko, Nintendo, 1984. 
13 Super Mario Bros., Shigeru Miyamoto, Nintendo, 1985.  
14 Chris Crawford, Chris Crawford on game design (Berkley: New Riders Publishing, 2003) p. 5. 
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1. Is it made for entertainment? 

2. Is it interactive?  

3. Is there a defined goal associated with the use of this item? 

4. Is there an active agent against who you compete? 

5. Is interference allowed between the agents? 

 

If the answer to all these questions is positive then Crawford stipulates that expression is a 

game (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 Chris Crawford's compound test of a game15 

This definition is in many ways crude, for one it puts art and games into opposition, I argue 

that simply because a medium makes money does not separate it from art. What is good 

about this definition is that not all computer games fit. For example popular simulator game 

The Sims (2000)16 is a ‘computer toy’17. However for my purposes it appropriately defines 

what I am going to continue to call ‘video games’.  

 

                                                           
15 Crawford, p. 6. 
16 The Sims, Will Wright, Maxis, Electronic Arts, 2000. 
17 Crawford, p. 6-7. 
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Video games are defined as a creative expression that produces an interactive, goal 

orientated, challenge against other agents that has an overarching narrative and depends on 

immersion by the player. These games are reliant on visuals and graphics in a way that not all 

computer games are. This premise drives the three areas of investigation in this essay. 

Chapter one is about the challenges of adapting texts for video games. This includes a close 

examination of the processes involved and an analysis of which texts get adapted into a video 

games and why. I also intent to talk about different approaches to adaptation such as 

mediation and appropriation. In chapter two, having established something about the nature 

of video game adaptations, there is a discussion of the use of graphic imagery in video games. 

Violence all but saturates the video game industry, the purpose of this violence will be 

examined in selected games. chapter three is a consideration of what part individual choice 

plays in video games, with an emphasis on games with religious themes. It will explore how 

interactivity and immersion effects a user’s sense of individuality. This essay concerns itself 

with how these chosen games are adaptations of religious texts and are part of an adaptive 

process. 

 

Three games have been chosen for scrutiny throughout this essay. The first, Dante’s Inferno, 

(2010)18 is an adaptation of Inferno by Dante Alighieri19, part of The Divine Comedy written 

around the beginning of the 14th century. The second, Darksiders, (2010)20 is an original tale 

with an unoriginal cast. It features WAR, one of the four horsemen of the apocalypse. Finally 

Devil May Cry (originally released in 200121)22 is an original game but has parallels with 

                                                           
18 Dante’s Inferno, Jonathan Knight and Stephen Barry, Visceral Games, Electronic Arts, 2010. 
19 Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy: Hell, trans. Dorothy L. Sayers (Aylesbury: Penguin Books, 1949). 
20 Darksiders, David Adams and Joe Madureira, Vigil Games, THQ, 2010. 
21 I am going to be playing the 2012 HD remake of the game which is functionally identical. 
22 Devil May Cry, Hideki Kamiya, Capcom, 2001.  
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earlier texts. For example, the protagonist is named Dante and his brother is named Virgil. 

All three games have engaged in an adaptive process. 

 

These games were chosen for three reasons. Firstly their propriety, all three games fit the 

established ‘video game’ definition, were fairly major commercial successes and all contain 

violence and individual choice. Secondly they all inhabit the same genre of video games for 

ease of comparability. The games are action/adventure games in which there is a focus on 

melee combat, more often known as the ‘hack-and-slash’ genre of games. Both Dante’s 

Inferno and Darksiders were released in 2010 and have both compared to the earlier title 

Devil May Cry. The games are all rendered in three-dimensions and are played from the 

perspective of a third person camera behind a male protagonist. The protagonist of both 

Dante’s Inferno and Devil May Cry is called Dante and all three games are in some way 

concerned with the physical space of Hell. All games are playable on the Xbox 360 

eliminating any differences that may be a result of cross platform inconsistencies. These 

games have a great deal of similarities but their different treatment of adapted material is very 

significant. The third reason for these games being chosen is because of the contrast between 

the games. Each game employs varied adaptive techniques. Dante’s Inferno is a more typical 

adaptation where the game lines up loosely with the source text. Darksiders takes its most of 

its characters from the Bible, in particular its protagonist WAR, a horsemen of the 

apocalypse. It then remediates them into an original story. Devil May Cry is what might be 

described as an appropriation. There is no source text that Devil May Cry is based on 

although there are some clear generic markers and one of Capcom's most prominent game 

designers, Shinji Mikami said in an interview that Devil May Cry began life as a sequel to a 
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different game and was originally intended to be in the Resident Evil23 series of games.24 All 

three of these games are adaptations in different ways. 

 

The source texts that these games are affiliated with are not all explicitly stated. There are a 

few obvious contributors, The Bible in which WAR features and Dante’s Inferno is based on 

a poem of the same name. There are relatively few texts that are universally considered 

religious texts, those include but are not limited to the Christian Bible, the Jewish Torah and 

Muslim Quran. It is important not to treat these as works of fiction and acknowledge that 

their authorship is not straightforward. There is however a rich religious tradition. Even in 

popular culture religious themes are shown and represented in new ways. Apocalyptic 

biblical imagery features heavily in renaissance art as does Greek and Roman mythology and 

folk tradition. Just like Homer drew from Greek story-telling traditions modern adapters draw 

from religious traditions and a rich culture of religious appropriation.  

 

Since 1948 video games have taken the world by storm in a way no other medium quite has. 

Heaven and Hell feature in so many games it has become almost cliché. There is however a 

rich religious fabric from which varied adaptations are pulled. These three games all find a 

new aspect of the religious theme to explore and involve the player in a way that is personal 

and immersive. Their treatments of the texts they remediate is in some way responsible for 

their success and they not only take from, but contribute to, the growing cultural landscape of 

video games.    

                                                           
23 Resident Evil, Shinji Mikami, Capcom, 1996. 
24 Douglass C. Perry, ‘E3 2001: Interview with Shinji Mikami’, IGN (17 May 2001), 
http://uk.ign.com/articles/2001/05/17/e3-2001-interview-with-shinji-mikami (accessed 01 May 2016). 
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Chapter 1                                                                                                                               

The Challenge of Adapting Texts for Video Games 

 

Being a fledgling medium, video games have been accused of simply emulating other well 

established genre such as film, rather than adapting work for a different experience. Few 

games adapt work in a way that is unique to the medium and those games that are good 

examples of adaptation are rarely received well by gamers or by fans of the source material. 

Video game adaptations are often tie-in titles to large commercial film releases. Few games 

directly adapt from written texts likely due to the overtly visual and visceral nature of video 

games. The medium has certain rules and expectations that are often summarised by the term 

‘playability’ this means that adapters may feel inhibited by the restraints of the medium. 

Where video games excel is at adapting an entire world or setting that is experienced in a 

unique way by the player. This chapter will explore how video games are adapted, not on a 

technical level, but which aspects are most often and most likely adapted for a game. I will 

then examine why those aspects in particular are adapted and what it is that makes those 

aspects so appealing for adapters. Lastly I will analyse what and where is adapted, with 

particular emphasis on my chosen texts. 

 

Video game adaptations of films are common, for example the Spiderman games (2002)25, of 

which there are many, are popular and are received well by critics. However much earlier 

games like Superman (Nintendo 64: 1999)26 and E.T the Extra-Terrestrial (Atari 

2600:1982)27 are widely referred to as two of the worst games ever made. The immense 

failure of the E.T game was called the largest financial failure in the industry by IGN and 

                                                           
25 Spider-man, Tomo Moriwaki and Akihiro Akaike, Treyarch, Activision, 2002. 
26 Superman, Eric Caen, Titus Software, Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment, 1999. 
27 E.T the Extra Terrestrial, Howard Scott Warshaw, Atari, 1982. 
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pushed Atari into debt28. Games that are adaptations are not automatic successes. Dante’s 

Inferno, like the second Spiderman game, has a huge world for the player to see and to 

interact with. Reviewer Brian Crecente critiques Dante’s Inferno’s scenery when he says ‘It 

is here that developers Visceral Games stick closest to the source material and the results are 

spectacular. Walls seethe with souls clutching for solace. Hands reach from pools of boiling 

blood to drag you to your death. Each circle is minutely detailed with touches seemingly 

pulled from the poem’29 The world created is one of greatest adaptive successes. Linda 

Hutcheon uses the term heterocosm when talking about video game adaptation, using the 

vivid and massive world of the Zelda games (1986-2016)30 as an example. Hetero, meaning 

other and ‘cosm’, from the Greek cosmos meaning universe, does not just refer to the 

physical scene or setting but extends to everything: characters, societies, events, history and 

so on. What it does not refer to is the internal, the thoughts, feelings and the morality of 

individuals. Substance dualism (or Cartesian Dualism) defends the notion that physicality and 

cognition exist separately. Rene Descartes called this “res extensa” (extended substance) and 

“res cogitnas”31 (mental substance) and is a helpful distinction when talking about what video 

games do well and do badly. Looking closely at the game Dante’s Inferno we can see, hear, 

move around in, and even destroy a huge world based on The Divine Comedy. In the same 

review Crecente comments ‘Often, the scenery of a video game gets lost among the pomp of 

gameplay and story. In Dante’s Inferno, the abhorrent landscape is as important as the 

characters and the story, perhaps more so.’32 Story and theme from the source text are 

                                                           
28 Levi Buchanan, ‘Top 10 Best-Selling Atari 2600 Games’, IGN (26 August 2008), 
http://uk.ign.com/articles/2008/08/26/top-10-best-selling-atari-2600-games (accessed 01 May 2016). 
29 Brian Crecente, ‘Dante's Inferno Review: Big Ideas, Small Problems’, Kotaku UK (2 September 2010), 
http://kotaku.com/5465376/dantes-inferno-review-big-ideas-small-problems (accessed 01 May 2016). 
30 Hutcheon, pp. 13-14 
31 Rene Descartes, Principia philosophiae.   
32 Crecente, kotaku. 
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adapted through the heterocosm of the game, which makes up in part, for the lack of mental 

substance that video games are less easily able to convey. 

 

I stipulated that video games cannot adapt the mental substance of a novel, or a poem like 

The Divine Comedy. Linda Hutcheon argues that the reason for this is ‘because when psychic 

reality is shown rather than told about, it has to be made manifest in the material realm to be 

perceived by the audience.’33 The argument would sustain that when an idea is shown to the 

audience materially, like in the environment of a video game, something is lost in the 

transition between the mental and the material. This is one of the largest challenges of the 

adaptation into video games. Close examination of the walls of Hell in Dante’s Inferno 

reveals bodies of the damned clinging to one another to form an interlocking solid web that 

can be climbed on (Figure 2). This aesthetic reinforces the theme of moral retribution without 

direct narration or written text. In a similar way the Castle on Mallet Island in Devil May Cry 

with its twists and turns and secret back passages creates a feeling of mystery and horror to 

enforce Dante’s sense of being lost in a world he does not truly belong.  

                                                           
33 Hutcheon, p. 14. 
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Figure 2: Dante’s Inferno, 'Into the Blind World' featuring Virgil and Dante 

 

Being aware of this challenge effects what gets adapted for video game. Pieces concerned 

primarily with mental substance, for example To the Lighthouse34 by Virginia Woolf, where 

the heterocosm is doubtless important but it does not provide thematic bulk or exposition in 

the same way, are not suited for video game adaptation. Instead films where much of the 

exposition is in the action, such as superhero movies littered with fight scenes, are much 

better suited because the player is involved in the medium rather than a passive participant. It 

would appear contrary to adapt The Divine Comedy for video game. Dante of the poem is a 

cowardly man who faints in fear in Canto III. He spends most of his time in conversation 

with Roman poet Virgil and those he meets along the way. Dante of the game is as Denise A. 

Ayo puts it ‘a Scythe-Wielding Badass’35 rhetoric is exchanged for force. But the arena of 

Hell is fascinating to video game developers. This game adapts the unfamiliar space of Hell 

                                                           
34 Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse (Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Classics, 1994) pp. 1-154.  
35 Denise A. Ayo, ‘When Did Dante Become a Scythe-Wielding Badass? Modeling Adaption and Shifting Gender Convention 
in Dante’s Inferno’ in Game On, Hollywood!, ed. by Gretchen Papazian and Joseph Michael Sommers (Jefferson NC: 
McFarland & Company, Inc., 2013), pp. 101-114. 
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in a way that is true to the feel of its source text and reminiscent of games that have come 

before it.  

 

The term ‘appropriation’ is at best vague. Where the Dictionary of Literary terms defines 

adaptation as ‘the re-casting of a work in one medium to fit another’36 this definition does not 

acknowledge the creativity involved in changing a story or the emphasis whilst remaining 

reminiscent or inspired by source material. The creativity involved in the re-imagination of a 

text is referred to as appropriation by Julie Saunders ‘appropriation frequently affects a more 

decisive journey away from the informing source into a wholly new cultural product and 

domain.’37 Where Dante’s Inferno is ostensibly Cantica 1 of Dante Alighieri’s The Divine 

Comedy. Devil May Cry and Darksiders are not obviously works adapted from a source text. 

However each contain borrowed aspects from earlier works. Devil May Cry features as its 

protagonist Dante, he also has a twin brother who serves as a secondary antagonist called 

‘Virgil’. There are several more allusions to the Inferno, Mission 12 ‘Ghost Ship’38 involves a 

ship that when explored it is revealed that ‘I am the ship that carries the wandering souls on 

the brink of the Underworld.’39 A boat that carries souls along a mysterious river alludes to 

the boats of the rivers of Hell. The story of Devil May Cry involves Dante entering the 

underworld aided inadvertently by Virgil. There are a lot of differences separating The Divine 

Comedy and Devil May Cry but the allusions are nonetheless overwhelmingly present. As 

previously mentioned, Devil May Cry started development as a Resident Evil game so these 

allusions must be deliberate and are likely to have been added some time into the production. 

Devil May Cry has spawned a number of sequels and prequels as well as comics, Manga and 

                                                           
36 ‘adaptation’, The Penguin Dictionary Of Literary Term and Literary Theory, (London: Penguin Books, 1991). 
37 Julie Saunders, Adaptation and Appropriation, (New York: Routledge, 2006) p. 26. 
38 Mission title from Devil May Cry loading screen.  
39 Subtitles in Devil May Cry. 
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Anime all based on the games. Although partially borrowed the narrative is rich and the plots 

are many and interesting. The characters are largely borrowed from The Divine Comedy and 

the Bible but they are developed in a way that is full and interesting. The characters have 

extra dimensions than they would not have if they were simply lifted from their source 

unchanged. Devil May Cry is set in the present day (circa 2000), and the characters are aware 

of that, they use modern speech and colloquialisms, technology and transportation. This adds 

to their characters and is part of the originality and creativity that makes this an appropriation 

rather than being parasitic or plagiarism.  

 

The title of this essay claims it will pertain to the adaptation of religious text. I can claim 

axiomatically that The Divine Comedy is based on religious text, but it itself is not a religious 

text. Darksiders tells of a premature apocalypse, brought about by warmongering Angels. 

The player plays as WAR one of the Horsemen of the Apocalypse. According to the 

Darksiders universe, the four horsemen are War, Death, Strife, and Fury. In chapter six of the 

last book of the bible, Revelation, a scroll that is sealed with seven seals is opened and four 

horses with riders come out, one for each of the first four seals. The four horses are white, 

fiery red, black and pale, the riders are described as ‘a conqueror bent on conquest’, having 

power over peace and war, demanding wages for food and the last is named ‘Death’ in that 

order. This passage is famously open to a number of wildly interpretations. The horseman are 

commonly referred to as Conquest, War, Famine and Death. In a similar way to Benjamin 

West in 179640, THQ artistically interpret the horsemen (Figure 3, 4). WAR and his horse 

‘Ruin’ look very different to a classic interpretation of the horseman, his proportions are 

                                                           
40 Benjamin West, Death oh on a Pale Horse, 1796, oil on canvas, 47.0 x 764.5 cm, Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit. 
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enormous as are his horses. His armour and weapons are massively oversized compared to 

his head, and muscles burst from them in an almost unnatural way (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 3, Benjamin West, 'Death on a Pale Horse' 179640 

 

 

Figure 4, WAR on his horse Ruin 
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Andrew Burn uses ‘Cloud’ from the Final Fantasy41 series to talk about formulaic heroes like 

those of folk tales, ‘Cloud does not spring out of nowhere […] but draws deeply on 

traditional form of folk culture.’42 WAR is similarly formulaic in that he is a ‘heavy’ hero. 

Walter J. Ong talks of the importance of ‘heavy’ characters ‘persons whose deeds are 

monumental, memorable and commonly public’43 he says that exaggerated or extreme 

characteristics ‘assure weight and memorability’ and uses the examples of Homer’s ‘Furious 

Achilles’ and the ‘overpoweringly innocent Little Red Riding Hood [and] the unfathomably 

wicked wolf’44. Janet Murray links video games to oral story telling tradition. She describes 

the process of authorship, both classical story-telling and electronic games, as procedural and 

by extension heroes and their journey45. WAR of Darksiders is in many respects a generic 

hero. His aesthetic pays homage to the biblical WAR with the red accents and large sword 

but also highlights his ‘heaviness’. There is no doubt he is the protagonist and his actions are, 

or are going to be, monumental. It is difficult to find textual evidence for the details of 

horsemen in Darksiders but THQ draw on religious tradition and hit certain expected generic 

markers. This is widely the case when adapting religious themes into a video game and is 

present in all three games.  

 

When defining ‘playability’ the Oxford English Dictionary quotes a 1994 review in the 

Guardian for Super Mario All-Stars.46 Playability is closely linked to the video game industry 

                                                           
41 Final Fantasy, Hironobu Sakaguchi, Square Enix, Nintendo, 1987. 
42 Andrew Burn, ‘Playing Roles’ in, Computer Games, ed. by Diane Carr, David Buckingham, Andrew Burn and Gareth Schott 
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 2006) p. 77. 
43 Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word (London: Routledge, 2002), p. 68. 
44 Ong, p. 68. 
45 Janet Murray, Hamlet on the Holodeck (New York: Simon and Schuster Inc., 1999). 
46 Super Mario All Stars, Takashi Tezuka and Shingeru Miyamoto, Ninendo, 1993. 
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and the usage of the word has increased dramatically since the dawn of the video games47. 

Playability, simply put is how fun a game is. If a game does not engage the player or is in 

some way unfair or functions badly that reduces its playability. This is one of the main 

challenges an adapter faces when adapting for video game. Their game, as well as being a 

free-standing artistic adaptation, must function and follow some rules established to be a 

successful video game. Chris Crawford’s book on game design does a good job of laying 

down a few of these rules and they are exemplified by both Devil May Cry and Dante’s 

Inferno. Crawford advocates banishing the word ‘fun’ from serious game design discussion 

because it is a misleading ‘semantic chameleon’48 that changes its meaning in every new 

context. I argue that fun simply needs to be better defined when talking about video games. 

Having fun is not necessarily a state of giddy excitement, as Crawford points out ‘two friends 

playing a hard-fought game of tennis’49 may find the experience exhausting, relentless and at 

times even frustrating but nonetheless they would describe the entire affair as fun. He claims 

that this has not translated well into video games. There is the attitude that for a game to be a 

good game it must be at all times ‘fun’. Crawford calls this ‘flatly wrong’50. Despite this, the 

2001 title Devil May Cry understands a more complex definition of fun. The Capcom game is 

consistently praised for its frustratingly high difficulty and players are constantly pushed 

beyond of what they were previously capable of and forced to learn new techniques. 

Conversely, one of Dante’s Inferno’s largest criticisms was the repetitive gameplay that was 

consistently slightly too easy. The lack of variety and challenge but the same explosive 

feedback meant that the overall experience was in fact less fun. Adapters when adapting for 

video games need to take pacing and difficulty into account, this is unlike any other medium. 

                                                           
47 ‘playability’, Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford University Press, 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/263074?redirectedFrom=playability#eid (accessed 1 May 2016). 
48 Crawford, p. 34. 
49 Crawford, p. 35. 
50 Crawford, p. 34. 
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Perhaps this is why the difficulty in Devil May Cry is done better, being an original story the 

developers are free to pace the story as they please and bring in a number of different 

adversities and challenges. Dante’s Inferno however parades it’s connection with the epic 

poem and so cannot add the fullest variety of challenge wanting to remain to some extent 

faithful to its source material. This is not so say that games that are overt adaptations cannot 

be good video games. Darksiders, for instance, is a game where the obviously borrowed 

characters are heavy stylised and thrown into unfamiliar settings to create a challenging 

internal diversity.   

 

As in any other medium there are challenges in appropriating a work for a video game 

interpretation. Games in the mainstream are made for gamers, this means that in a lot of 

respects the original text is secondary. What makes these games unique is the risk they take 

in adapting the religious theme. They stray from the commercial success of the film to game 

transition with varied results. Fidelity is not a prime consideration with these adaptations, and 

rightly so. They pander to the strengths of game interactivity and visual importance. Much of 

the story is told and themes are conveyed by the aesthetic of the game even the exposition. 

The adapter is at a disadvantage when creating a video game, there are many considerations 

to be made to ensure a game is fun. Fun being a difficult quality to define, and to achieve. 

The compensatory freedom comes in the form of the worlds that are translated and fully 

imagined in a way the player can newly experience. What is called the heterocosm takes 

place for the mental substance of the source text. Religious cultural notions are adapted into 

these video games and subsequently they contribute to the cultural idea of religion. In this 

exchange, the games give and take from one another to establish a now well-defined video 

game genre.   
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Chapter 2                                                                                                                               

Violence and Gender in Video Games: Gratuitous or purposeful? 

 

In chapter One I claimed that these adaptations, rather than being just adaptations of religious 

texts, are adaptations of cultural and religious themes. These games are however undeniably 

and explicitly violent. This has two explanations, either themes derived from religious texts 

are explicitly and unavoidably violent and so their adaptations are inherently violent or the 

games are unnecessarily or gratuitously violent. Although, it may be the case that in the 

adaptive process the games needed challenge and therefore combat and this bred a very 

visceral and obvious violence. This chapter will examine how violence perpetuates these 

adaptations and furthermore why it was included. As in chapter one I argue that the aesthetic 

of the game as well as its gameplay contribute to its themes. The violence found in the games 

is mainly melee combat with an elongated handheld weapons such as swords and scythes, a 

potent male symbol. Ewan Kirkland references ‘“militarised masculinity”’ to describe the 

gameplay constructed ‘around gender coded violence and combat appealing to a base of 

young male players.’51 These games along with video games more generally have been 

largely criticised for their incredible violence and also their one-dimensional and 

stereotypical treatment of gender. Not forgetting that these games are adaptations of religious 

culture and the themes found therein. This portion of the essay deliberates over whether the 

hyper-violence and graphic sexuality of the game is justified by their source material. 

 

The British Board of Film Classification (BBFC) age-rated Dante’s Inferno (2010) and 

Darksiders (2010) at 18 and 15 respectively. The Video Standards Council (VSC) using the 

Pan European Game Information (PEGI) system gave the Devil May Cry HD collection 

                                                           
51 Ewan Kirkland, ‘Masculinity in video games: The gendered gameplay of Silent Hill’ in, Camera Obscura: Feminism, Culture 
and Media Studies, 71, vol. 24 (2009), no. 2, pp. 161-183, p.163. 
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(2012) a 16 rating. The warning on the backside of the case of Dante’s Inferno written by the 

BBFC says ‘Contains strong bloody violence and sexualised nudity’52 that description is if 

anything understated.  To give some idea of the graphic intensity of the game in the first ten 

minutes (completion times may vary) Dante, amongst other horrendous acts, has split the 

grim reaper down the middle with a scythe. In comparison The Divine Comedy is not without 

violence: Minos ‘belts’ them with his tail and the three-headed dog Cerberus ‘rips and rends 

the souls’53 these two figures feature as boss characters in the game. The Dante of the poem is 

incredibly passive, not brandishing a weapon and relying the superior rhetoric of Virgil to 

overcome adversities. Denise Ayo acknowledges the change ‘Using force instead of rhetoric 

[…] Dante’s actions display how the game’s substitution of sword for pen implies not only 

physical but mental changes’54 Ayo’s observation is astute and I would add that Dante’s 

mentality often permeates his physicality. In the opening computer generated sequence, 

Dante is seen stitching a fabric cross onto his chest, causing him pain (Figure 5). This is 

symbolic for a number of reasons. The pain is self-inflicted, but Dante must have deemed it 

necessary, much like his journey through Hell is clearly painful but necessary for his own 

absolution. The Dante of the game is a crusader, Alighieri’s poem does not explicitly have 

anything to do with the crusades, although was written around the end of the third crusade. 

The cross signifies his crusader past and represents his religious bent. Finally the cross serves 

as a literal tapestry of his troubled past. The animated film made for the game tells of how 

Dante the crusader was promised absolution for his acts in the crusades.55 It also accounts the 

promises he made and broke with Beatrice. These events are depicted on the stitched cross 

and as the game goes on the player becomes privy to Dante’s backstory. Like the popular 

                                                           
52 The backside of the box art for Dante’s Inferno. 
53 Alighieri, Canto VI, l. 18, p. 104.  
54 Ayo, p. 108. 
55 Dante's Inferno: An Animated Epic, Victor Cook, Mike Disa, Sang-Jin Kim, Shûkô Murase, Jong-Sik Nam and 
Lee Seung-Gyu, Visceral Games, Starz!, 2010. 
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idiom to wear something on one’s sleeve, Dante literally wears his past and his ideology on 

his chest. Although gory and graphic this instance of violence is justified by the themes it 

propagates.    

 

Figure 5, Dante stitching the cross to himself 

 

Given the need for conflict in a video game, it may be that violence is unavoidable. Chris 

Crawford attributes the prevalence of violence in video games to the laziness of game 

developers because ‘they cannot imagine other forms of conflict’56 he explains that there are 

three elements of conflict: dimension, directness and intensity. Physical combat is the most 

direct form of conflict and the more ‘gorily physical’57 the more intense, what it does lack is 

dimension. According to Crawford the dimensions of conflict include but are not limited to: 

physical, verbal, political and economic58. Doubtless all three of these games engage in 

physical conflict and the cinematic segments of all three games contain verbal conflict.  

                                                           
56 Crawford, p. 62. 
57 Crawford, p. 63. 
58 Crawford, p. 56-59. 
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Linda Hutcheon observes Craig Lindley’s comments on the structure of video game levels 

and their similarity to the three-act structure of films. Lindley explains that there is a 

persistent dramatic arc throughout the game but ‘the story is usually not interactive’59 he adds 

that this is because story events are ‘typically achieved by cut scenes, sequences of 

conventional, non-interactive video material’60. Hutcheon goes as far to say that those cut-

scenes ‘obviously do the narrative work’61, whereas this may be true for a large amount of 

video game titles,  this separation between gameplay and story is not favoured by critics or 

players. One of the reasons for the popularity of Devil May Cry is its interplay between 

gameplay and plot development. It is not without pre-rendered cut-scenes but some of the 

most surprising plot moments come in the gameplay. For instance after the first interaction 

with a high-difficulty enemy, generically referred to as a “boss”, called Phantom the player 

flees the scene thinking they have vanquished their foe. They are then pursued down the next 

corridor and forced through an unfamiliar door by the supposedly vanquished enemy 

(Appendix 1). This moves along the story using the threat of conflict and without external 

narration or direction. This happens often in good story driven games, where it is done well it 

is unnoticed. In-game exposition is often achieved with action, and more often than not 

physical interaction with a combatant. Making consistently challenging games is labour 

intensive and physical combat is easy to repeat. This means that violence becomes ubiquitous 

in video games. Violence in games is not unavoidable but it is often the easiest option. When 

used well however it can further the story in a meaningful way. 

 

                                                           
59 Craig Lindley, ‘The gameplay gestalt, narrative, and interactive storytelling’, in Computer game and digital cultures, ed. 
by Frans Mayra (Finland: University of Tampere Press, 2002) pp. 203-215. p. 205. 
60 Lindley, p. 205. 
61 Hutcheon, p. 13. 
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In the case of these three games specifically it could conceivably be the case that their source 

material is ineffably violent and their subsequent adaptations are resultantly just as violent. 

For instance in Darksiders the horseman WAR kills demon and humanoid damned alike with 

no apparent discrimination. In the book of Revelation the horsemen are given the power to 

kill one quarter of the world’s population at that time using, ‘sword, famine and plague, and 

by the wild beasts of the earth’62 later in the same book four angels ‘were released to kill a 

third of mankind’63 meaning that at least half of the earth’s population are killed. In the first 

mission of Darksiders the apocalypse has just begun and buildings fall down around the 

player. Passive civilians are juxtaposed against aggressive humanoid zombies. Try as you 

might the civilians cannot be harmed (Appendix 3). From the outset WAR is established as 

morally superior even though his character is morally ambiguous. According to the lore of 

the game the horsemen are at the whim of a council that ensure a balance between Heaven 

and Hell. This slant on combat calls into the question the moral justification of WAR’s 

actions. WAR’s methods would seems to counteract this moral superiority however. There 

are a number of ways the player can brutally and gruesomely dismember his opponents and 

the player is rewarded for killing enemies quickly and with finesse. This mechanic seems to 

undermine the moral superiority of the protagonist. Enjoyment of these horrendous acts is a 

debasement of WAR’s moral character. WAR of Darksiders is so far removed from his 

morally righteous inspiration in Revelation that any justification for the violence found in 

Darksiders as a result of the violence found in Revelation is erroneous. Similarly, and as 

previously mentioned, The Divine Comedy is not without violence but the Dante of both 

Dante’s Inferno and Devil May Cry is so far removed from Alighieri’s Dante that their 

bloody violence is similarly not justified. It may be the case that violence features in the 

works that these games have been adapted from, but when adapting from one medium to 

                                                           
62 Revelation 6.8 
63 Revelation 9.15 
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another the extreme intensity of the violence cannot automatically be justified by its mere 

presence in a hypertext. 

 

It is telling that that none of these three games feature a female main character. At best Trish 

in Devil May Cry is a supplementary character, having some part in the plot. In Darksiders 

there is only one obviously female character. In Dante’s Inferno the only significant women 

are the damsel-in-distress Beatrice, a level-boss Cleopatra and the brief appearance of 

Dante’s mother. The Dante of the poem is on an introspective journey to save himself helped 

by Virgil at the request of Beatrice. The dramatic shift in Dante’s character from poem to 

game mean that the narrative purpose of Beatrice also changes. Denise Ayo speculates that 

‘Perhaps in a scenario where Dante is a womaniser and violent man like his father, the only 

way for Beatrice to serve as a conduit for his salvation is to participate in the hero narrative 

that has damned him in the first place’64 as if when adapting the poem for a video game 

Beatrice had to be fitted in around the hyper-masculine Dante. Ayo goes on to argue that the 

game presents an ‘oscillation between supporting and dismantling stereotypical gender 

roles’65 but even after Dante’s relinquishment of agency he still could have been using 

Beatrice to get to heaven. Beatrice’s constant nudity and Lucifer’s non-consensual sexual 

advances on Beatrice reflect the games and Dante’s stereotypical treatment of women. 

Female adversaries in Dante’s Inferno are not, like their male counterparts, equipped with 

swords and axes but instead fight using genital appendages. The most prominent female 

opposition comes from The Cleopatra level boss. Giant in size and almost entirely naked, her 

grotesque sexuality is weaponised against the player (Appendix 2). Furthermore when almost 

defeated Cleopatra summons her legendary lover Mark Anthony to fight the player on her 

                                                           
64 Ayo, p. 110. 
65 Ayo, p. 111. 
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behalf. When he is defeated Cleopatra then throws herself at the player in a sexualised rage 

causing her demise. The women of Dante’s Inferno receive a different treatment to the men 

and are much less diverse than their male counterparts. This may be due to the expected 

predominantly male audience but more likely the violence is deliberately male gendered. The 

cultural consciousness dictates that men fight men. When Dante fights a bland, presumably 

male, humanoid they engage in melee combat. The playing field, although not strictly level, 

is equal. However when Dante enters the second circle of Hell, Lust he is faced with a female 

combatant. The combat needs to change because the gender relationship of the combatants 

has changed. This is achieved in two ways, firstly the dehumanising of the female enemies by 

giving them extra appendages makes attacking them more justifiable. Secondly the women 

are barely clothed and are extremely hostile and aggressive, consequently they are deemed 

immoral and hence it is easy to justify their treatment. The player must also defend 

themselves in a kill or be killed scenario. The violence involving women in Dante’s Inferno 

is gendered and disgustingly sexual but no less gory or explicit than the male to male 

interaction.   

 

There is an obscene masculinity to these three protagonists. In the opening tutorial mission 

Dante swings a polearm around, slaughtering the militia of Acre, Israel. This sets the tone for 

the rest of the game. Similarly Dante of Devil May Cry is armed with huge swords 

throughout his journey each swung with reckless abandon as well as an arsenal of handheld 

firearms. WAR has the greatest claim to a sword having one in his source text. WAR’s sword 

‘Chaoseater’ is disproportionately large and questionably phallic (Figure 5).  
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Figure 1, 'Chaoseater’ strapped to WAR's back 

 

Sigmund Freud, in his lectures on dream interpretation claims that ‘the male organ, has 

symbolical substitute in objects of like form, […] also symbolized by objects that have the 

characteristic, in common with it’66. Freud gives the examples of pointed weapons such as 

‘knives, daggers, lances, swords’67 and firearms ‘guns, pistols and the revolver’68 as being 

both shapely and penetrative. In these lectures Freud was not engaging with fiction but 

nonetheless was in discussion with subconscious symbolism. The presence of a sword in 

these three games is not evidence enough for their hyper-masculinity, they each require a 

sword to accomplish their mission and WAR is scripturally entitled to a sword. However 

given other factors, such as WAR’s huge bodily features and both Dantes propensities for 

                                                           
66 Sigmund Freud,  A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis (available online at  http://www.bartleby.com/283/10.html 1 
May 2016). 
67 Freud, Symbolism in the Dream. 
68 Freud, Symbolism in the Dream. 
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being shirtless, the characters present a stereotypically masculine image. This is firstly 

because of the need for a typical hero in each of these games. Secondly these games have an 

almost exclusively male audience and the protagonists are tailored for a male-centric 

experience. In the case of the enormous weaponry, they may play some functional purpose. 

Having large melee weapons means that the player can better see what actions their avatar is 

performing and enhances the played experience. Whatever the reason for this blatant 

masculinity the result is large and unbridled weapons swung flamboyantly. Consequently 

there is a gory explosive level of violence. This is to postulate that violence is exclusively 

masculine, which is not true. The sword or gun, although potentially masculine, are not 

gendered exclusively for men. See the eponymous Bayonetta (2010)69 or Lara Croft in Tomb 

Raider (1996)70. However these games are a result of a male dominated religious theme and 

so the violence is ostensibly male.   

 

Of these factors for the violence in video games the most significant is not their adaptation 

into this medium. To convey the narrative or the themes of the chosen texts there is no need 

for the time or energy expended dismembering opponents. The most likely reason for the 

extreme violence is that it is appealing to a young male player-base who have been 

conditioned by the industry to expect challenge in video games to come almost exclusively in 

the form of physical combat. Crawford calls this ‘sleaze’71 and blames the industry who in 

turn blame the players claiming that ‘they are merely offering the players what they want’72. 

This cycle whereby only games containing ‘blood-soaked killing’73 get made mean that 

players expect this from games and the audience for games generally becomes less diverse. 

                                                           
69 Bayonetta, Hideki Kamiya, PlatinumGames, Sega, Nintendo, 2010   
70 Tomb Raider, Toby Gard, Ubisoft, Square Enix, 1996. 
71 Crawford, p. 185. 
72 Crawford, p. 186. 
73 Crawford, p. 186. 
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To compound this problem this ‘sleaze’ breads a disrespectful and potentially offensive 

portrayal of women in games. To answer the initially posed question, violence in these games 

has a kernel of justification in that their source material contains great amounts of pain, death 

and suffering. However tropes of the industry and the lack of diverse conflict means that the 

violence in the most part is extreme to make up for lack of substance. The result is that the 

violence, although immediately rewarding for the player and necessary for the playability of 

the game, is on the most part gratuitous.    
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Chapter 3                                                                                                                        

Individualism and the Interactive Medium 

 

Philanthropist and social reformer Robert Owen famously said that ‘Man is the creature of 

circumstances’74 but Mr Beckendorff in Benjamin D'israeli’s Vivian Grey claims that ‘Man is 

not the creature of circumstances. Circumstances are the creatures of men’75, although the 

latter is fictional the contention is evident. Since the dawn of video-games one of the most 

popular genres has been role-playing games. Inspired by Tolkienesque table-top pen-and-

paper games such as Dungeons and Dragons76 in the 1970’s77 early RPG’s such as Dragon’s 

Quest (1986)78 and Final Fantasy are hugely popular. Although not a typical RPG, 

characterised by avatar customisation, open-world adventure and non-linear quest objectives, 

Darksiders has elements of a traditional RPG. The game’s manual states in its introduction 

‘You are WAR the first of the FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE’ note that the 

player is not invited to control or watch but is told from the outset that they inhabit WAR. 

Janet Murray enthusiastically describes RPG’s as ‘theatrical in a non-traditional but thrilling 

way. Players are both actors and audience for one another, and the events they portray often 

have the immediacy of personal experience’79 but are the experiences truly personal or is the 

player merely a result of being moulded by the circumstance of the game? This chapter will 

look at how religious texts and themes are adapted by the role-play aspects of the games and 

how individual choice is both represented and adapted by these works.  

 

                                                           
74 Robert L. Heilbroner, The Worldly Philosophers: The Lives, Times And Ideas Of The Great Economic Thinkers (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 2011), p. 116. 
75 Benjamin Disraeli, Vivian Grey (London: Henry Colburn, 1826) p. 223. 
76 Monte Cook, Jonathan Tweet, Skip Williams, Dungeons & Dragons Player's Handbook: Core Rulebook I v. 3.5, 
(Pennsylvania: Wizards of the Coast, 2003). 
77 Matt Barton, Dungeons and Desktops: The History of Computer Role-Playing Games, (Manchester: CRC press, 2008) p. 
17. 
78 Dragon’s Quest, Yuji Horii, Armor Project, Square Enix, 1986.  
79 Murray, p. 42. 
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More recent video games (after ~2004) have had increasingly impressive game environments 

which have become entirely focussed on player involvement. Wee Tong and Marcus Tan 

note that ‘the virtual gaming environment is invested with fictional significance’80 and it 

follows that the gamer seeks to see the consequences of their actions on the virtual world. 

There is an undeniable sense of involvement due not only the ‘utilisation of the senses of 

sight and sound’81 but also an appreciation of distance and contextual details. This is known 

as immersion, it is exclusive to video games but done incredibly well by this medium. 

Immersion has two distinct but indivisible processes. The first is the changes made to the 

game made by the player that make their play experience unique to them and therefore their 

own, increasing their involvement in the game. These changes can be as simple as the naming 

of a character or dramatic story altering decisions like those in Mass Effect (2007)82or in 

Bioshock (2007)83. A common trope is a levelling system meaning that a player can grow the 

skills of their character as they choose. The second is much more subtle and is simply the 

playing of the game. Sue Morris explains that a 3D-rendered environment, direct and 

immediate control over the movement of the in-game character and the engagement of single 

individual sitting head-on to the screen means that ‘Unlike cinema viewers […] the game 

itself demands [gamers] full attention and participation.’84 The medium involves its audience 

on a one-to-one level that is almost unique. Games combine the solitude of novel reading 

with the visual complexity of film. It is for this reason that when adapting a text with 

complex thematic devices those themes are perceived differently. The most distinct of these 

themes is the consequences of actions of an individual. This is recognised in at least two of 

                                                           
80 Wee Liang Tong and Marcus Cheng Chye Tan, ‘Vision and Virtulity: The Construction of Narrative Space in Film and 
Computer Games’, in ScreenPlay cinema/videogames/interfaces, ed. by Geoff King and Tanya Krzywinska (London: 
Wallflower, 2002), pp. 98-109, p.101. 
81 Tong and Tan, p.107. 
82 Mass Effect, Bioware, Microsoft Game Studios, Electronic Arts, 2007 
83 Bioshock, Ken Levine and Alyssa Finley, 2K Boston and 2K Australia, Take-Two Interactive, 2007. 
84 Sue Morris, ‘First-Person Shooters – A Game Apparatus’, in ScreenPlay cinema/videogames/interfaces, ed. by Geoff King 
and Tanya Krzywinska (London: Wallflower, 2002), pp. 81-97, p. 86. 
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these games, in Dante’s Inferno there are moral choices that change the effectiveness of 

certain attacks and Darksiders is thematically obsessed with the balance between good and 

evil. 

 

In Dorothy L. Sayers’ translation of The Divine Comedy: Hell85 she points out ‘The Greater 

Images’ the first being Dante. She remarks that ‘DANTE in the story is always himself’86 she 

says this because there are two Dantes in the poem. There is the poet himself and also Dante 

is the ‘image of every Christian sinner’87 he manages to be both the individual and the 

everyman. The Dante of the game is less obviously based on a real person. He is a somewhat 

generic soldier and far from being a ‘poet, philosopher and politician.’88 Dante of the game is 

no longer Alighieri but still has his own backstory and personality. Each new circle of Hell 

Dante enters the player learns something new of Dante’s history. For example in the second 

circle, full of the lustful, the player learns that Dante agreed to let a prisoner go in exchange 

for being ‘“comforted”’89 by his sister. Lucifer tells Beatrice of Dante’s betrayal and both 

Beatrice and Dante are ashamed and heartbroken. In each subsequent circle the player learns 

that Dante is guilty of every sin for which there is a circle. In the accompanying film to the 

game, Dante’s Inferno: An Animated Epic, Dante professes that ‘The war changed me, you 

know who I am inside’90 only for Lucifer to reply ‘or did the crusades show her your true 

self?’91  

                                                           
85 Dorothy L. Sayers, ‘The Greater Images’, in The Divine Comedy: Hell Dante Alighieri, trans. Dorothy L. Sayers (Aylesbury: 
Penguin Books, 1949), p.67. 
86 Sayers, p. 67 
87 Sayers, p. 67 
88 Sayers, p. 67 
89 Subtitles in Dante’s Inferno. 
90 Dante’s Inferno: An Animated epic 
91 Dante’s Inferno: An Animated epic 
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Dante betrayed Beatrice and so the audience finds themselves sided with Lucifer. Dante 

argues that the circumstances he found himself in made him betray his true self, whereas 

Lucifer claims that his true self was revealed by his circumstances. Players and audiences can 

objectively observe Dante and consider for themselves the cause of his actions but they can 

also empathize. As in the poem Dante is a specific individual and also an allegory for 

everyman, so too is the game version of Dante a specific individual and every player, playing 

the game. The player controlling Dante literally dictates Dante’s every move. It follows that 

the player is asked the same questions that are asked Dante. Each player’s game experience is 

technically unique however there is no fundamental choice, if the player wants to proceed 

they must make all the same choices as the scripted Dante.  

 

That said, there is still an element of moral choice in Dante’s Inferno. Another similarity of 

all three of these games is the two weapon combination of the protagonists, a melee weapon 

and a ranged weapon. Dante of Dante’s Inferno wields Death’s scythe and Beatrice’s cross. 

Dante of Devil May Cry has duel pistols and a large sword. WAR has a large sword called 

Chaoseater and thrown weapon called a Crossblade. In all three cases the ranged weapon is 

less effective than the melee weapon emphasising an inferiority in backing away from a fight. 

There is another dimension to this two weapon relationship in Dante’s Inferno. When the 

player has weakened an enemy enough they have the choice to ‘punish’ or to ‘absolve’ the 

enemy. The result is much the same and the enemy is vanquished. However the melee 

weapon is enhanced through punishing enemies and the ranged weapon by absolving them 

(Figure 6). Furthermore there are major historical and mythical figures that Dante meets 

along his journey such as Pontius Pilate and Theseus, the player can listen to their story and 

make the choice to punish or absolve them in a similar way. Thematically this mechanic does 
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not make a lot of sense as traditionally only God is capable of absolving or punishing people 

of their sins.  

 

Figure 6, the upgrade system in Dante's Inferno 

 

It does however reinforce a morality in the game where the player can choose between 

improving their own performance or improving the afterlives of the defeated damned. These 

moral choices however don’t have any holding on the outcome of the game or on the fate of 

Dante. Andrew Glassner in his book Interactive Storytelling92 talks about what makes good 

decision making, he says decisions should only be made when they matter. He goes on to talk 

about the risks of letting an audience make these types of decisions. One of these risks being 

that if the decisions are not consequential then player will not take the decisions seriously. 

This results in players ‘making decisions that do not work together’93 and a characters 

personality can become fragmented, and then ‘it becomes harder for the audience to identify 

                                                           
92 Andrew Glassner, Interactive Storytelling: Techniques for 21st Century Fiction (Natick: Coyote Wind, 2004). 
93 Glassner p. 241 
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with the character’94. Where Dante’s Inferno has failed is that the decisions are not 

consequential enough, the player does not really care what Dante does and therefore does not 

really care about Dante. This causes a separation between Dante and the player. The player is 

then less immersed and the game feels less individual, hurting one of the main themes of 

individualism. 

 

There is an inevitability to a sense of freedom in video games. At any time a player can to 

turn around and go the other way, or put the controller down and walk away and the story 

will stop. This must be considered by adapters when choosing texts to be adapted. If an 

adapter wants to create a feeling of inevitability or being trapped then the game needs to 

compensate. This is often achieved by having doors close behind the player or enforcing time 

limits on tasks. It is better achieved by having the player so immersed in the game that they 

instil the urgency themselves. Marie-Laure Ryan talks about how games can be read as texts, 

‘the purpose of the game is thus to reconstitute a literary object, the narrative itself’95 she 

adds that games are qualitatively different from a novel or a film in this way. Each forking 

path or significant adversary overcome is a subtle plot point that moves the story along. In the 

case of Darksiders there is an open world, meaning that the player is free to explore the game 

world freely. Some areas may be blocked by obstacles that are only removable by a mechanic 

unlocked later in the game but there is no artificial constriction of the player in an area 

(Appendix 3). There is however a linear narrative, the plot points must be acted out in the 

order intended by its authors. In a novel or film this is not a problem the audience (usually) 

has no option but to read a book page by page or watch the scenes of a film in the order that 

the director or producer has put them. Darksiders utilizes a number of techniques to nudge 

                                                           
94 Glassner p. 243 
95 Marie-Laure Ryan, Narrative as Virtual Reality (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), p.164. 
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the player in the right direction for narrative clarity. One of the most prominent is that if the 

player strays toward an area that is not intended for the current narrative progression they will 

come up against an obstacle that is either extremely difficult or impossible to overcome. This 

could be a group of extremely powerful hostiles or more commonly a door for which they do 

not have the key. Often a player is rewarded for demonstrating great skill in overcoming 

these obstacles earlier than intended and can even skip inconsequential parts of the narrative 

if successful. This plays on the themes of destiny or fate, the player is given a great sense of 

freedom even though the end result is inevitable. 

 

Role-playing games (RPGs) are some of the most popular games ever made, World of 

Warcraft (2004)96 boasts over hundred million players and Grand Theft Auto V (2013)97 has 

shipped over 60 million copies. Unsurprisingly elements of RPGs are found in almost any 

action/adventure, fantasy game. Of the three Darksiders with its open world, selection of 

weapons and the skill enhancement of the player over time most resembles a typical RPG. 

Similarly Dante’s Inferno and Devil May Cry have versions of ‘levelling-up’ that revolve 

around the enhancement of weapons based on performance of the player. Furthermore there 

is a small range of weapons in Devil May Cry that mean the player can customise and 

diversify their play experience. Janet Murray writing in 1997 said that there is a demand for 

‘games that will maximise both dramatic structure and player freedom’98 eight years later 

Chris Crawford holds that video games are ‘unsuited for developing interactive storytelling 

[…] however RPGs deserve special consideration’99 critics and players value RPGs highly. 

These games are not strictly RPGs, the player drives an avatar that has been designed by a 

                                                           
96 World of Warcraft, Rob Pardo, Jeff Kaplan and Tom Chilton, Blizzard Entertainment, 2005. 
97 Grand Theft Auto V, Leslie Benzies and Imran Sarwar, Rockstar Games, Take-Two Interactive, 2013. 
98 Murray, p. 152. 
99 Chris Crawford, Chris Crawford on Interactive Storytelling (Berkley: New Riders, 2005) p. 341. 
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developer and named by a storywriter the player was not part of the creative process. 

However the character’s development is subject to choices made by the player. As previously 

explained there is a relationship between the involvement of the player and the immersion in 

the virtual game world. If the player is making game altering decisions about the 

characteristics of their on screen character then they are involved in the success, or indeed 

failure, of the hero on their journey. The involvement is reinforced by the way in which a 

player enhances their character. In most cases mastery of skills is rewarded and the player 

may choose which skills are improved. In its purest form skilled players become more skilled 

and can grow and develop their characters in way that is best suited for their play style. The 

technicalities are unimportant but it can be seen that systems like this enhance a played 

experience by involving the player. As involvement leads to immersion, immersion persuades 

a player to question their own individuality.   

 

Video games are a solitary pursuit, like the novel yet they are explicitly visual, like film. 

What sets them apart is the involvement of the individual. There is a one-to-one relationship 

with the player and their in-game virtualisation. This means that every choice made, if 

executed well, is a personal decision based on the player. Good games utilize recognised 

gaming tropes in order to engage their player but more importantly to translate their source 

material. In the case of these games the themes of morality, identity and individualism are 

effectively recognised by using different in-game mechanics and aesthetics. Video games 

have most the most demanded of them of any medium, they must be challenging, but 

possible, and have a plot driven narrative whilst remaining fun. Adapters face this challenge 

and must find ways to involve participants so that the events of the plot are of some concern 

to the player. This immersion leads to a greater appreciation of the adapted works and their 

themes.   
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Conclusion 

 

This essay has tried to do a great deal in three short chapters. There are many challenges 

faced when adapting any text for video game, religious texts have their own unique 

challenges. Over the course of two millennia a religious tradition has grown, changed and 

evolved in the collective consciousness. Video games are the latest incarnation in a long 

series of re-imaginings of ancient and classic texts. Video games however are played by and 

designed for violence obsessed young males and so it follows that these games are obscenely 

violent. Even so, for the first time an audience member, the player, is immersed in a world 

that has for hundreds of years been trapped on the page.  

 

The biggest advantage that video games have over film is the world that is translated into a 

virtual environment. In a film the audience can expect a series of relationships between a cast 

of characters in a select few places. A video game has the scope to represent a whole world 

with a diverse cast of characters. With this realised a game can convey meaning using its 

environment alone. For instance the blood soaked walls of Hell in Dante’s Inferno or the 

crumbling remains of civilisation in Darksiders. Where games struggle is their handling of 

concepts and ideas. Too much dialogue in a game is tedious and unwanted because it breaks 

the pace of a game. Games instead try to find other ways to convey complicated themes. 

Players find themselves in compromising situations, having their own morality questioned 

and even driven to deliberate frustration as a substitute for the delicate rhetoric of prose and 

poetry or the subtlety of careful mise en scène. Religious themes of retribution and absolution 

translate well into these games as the player vindicates themselves through difficult physical 

combat. These adaptations are not just concerned with ancient religious ideologies, two of the 

three games are set in the present day and make statements about the relevance of their 
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subject matter in their cultural setting. This serves to extend the cultural relevance of their 

source texts and contribute to the genre and collective consciousness surrounding religious 

text. Video games have an important purpose in bringing these themes to a new modern 

audience.  

 

This new audience however has been playing video games for fifty years and there are 

expectations of games presented to the mass market. The games need to include conflict and 

the easiest form of conflict is combat. When the subject matter is Hell or the apocalypse, 

violence has a license to be extremely intense. In a few cases within these games the violence 

is justified by the themes it perpetuates. Occasionally violence does exposition or improves 

the playability of the games. More often however the violence detracts from the original 

themes of the texts and becomes too much the focus of the game. More problems arise when 

gender is considered. Melee combat with handheld weapons has become so male gender 

specific in games that women are grossly misrepresented, if represented at all. Due partly to a 

lack of maturity of the medium, the audience, or its developers. Gratuitous violence is 

difficult to pair with any kind of moral justification and even if the combat itself is justified, 

the methods popularised in these games seem inherently immoral. These games are not good 

examples of how best to use violence in a video game and I do not think that is because they 

are adaptations of religious texts. The simplest reason for the violence is that for a young 

male audience violence is exciting and mildly shocking, a player receives immediate 

feedback and is rewarded for violent acts. Unfortunately this is unhelpful for instilling the 

thoughtful themes of religious texts. 
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Video games are not the first time audiences have been involved in their own entertainment 

but the nature of video games means that the player provides the entertainment for 

themselves. This level of involvement is known as immersion and is where players are 

integrated into the game. Good immersion is difficult and is not a natural companion to 

adaptation. If there is a scripted story with already established characters then a player can 

feel that their game experience is not unique. It is for this reason that video game characters, 

especially protagonists, are often bland simplified heroes. The intent is that the player might 

instil some of themselves onto the character they play. This in combination with the already 

inherently immersive medium of video games mean that the player experiences the themes of 

the source texts in way that is personal to them. In game choices diversify the story in such a 

way that each player knows their game is to some extent unique. This achieves two things 

when considering adaptations, firstly all the same questions are asked of the player as are 

asked of the in game character, even if there is a certain inevitability to the outcome of 

events. Secondly the player must consider that their adventure is personal to them so is forced 

to consider their own individualism. 

 

Dante’s Inferno, Darksiders and Devil May Cry are very ordinary in a number of ways. They 

do not push the outer boundaries of what is possible for video games, on a technical or on a 

narrative level. What is unique about them is how they adapt from themes found in centuries 

old texts. Technologically and culturally video games are changing faster and more often than 

any other medium but these games help to set a precedent for video game adaptation. They 

exemplify what it is possible to do thematically without tremendous dialogue or cinematic 

exposition. If the purpose of an adaptation is to bring a well-established story, with its themes 

and ideas, to a new audience then video game adaptations are the newest, best and most 

exciting conduit for those stories.      Words: 9907  
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Appendices  

Due to the nature of video games I realize it is difficult to verify some of the claims made in      

this essay. It is for this reason that I captured some footage of myself playing the following 

games:       

Appendix 1: Darksiders 

Appendix 2: Dante’s Inferno 

Appendix 3: Devil May Cry 

Please find this footage uploaded with the dissertation or at: 

Appendix 1: https://youtu.be/sMmZtTMr0R4 

Appendix 2: https://youtu.be/smxpVgatMNU 

Appendix 3: https://youtu.be/8Qtr2tbyPF4 

Please note the footage has been edited for ease of viewing and for concise demonstration of 

principles. 
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